
Strawinski, The Firebird - the borrowings.
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The octatonic scale.
In the Firebird Strawinsky makes much use the octatonic scale and chromatic melodies and chords to depict the supernatural world of evil power
(Kashchey is the bad guy). In the Infernal dance of  Kashchey the use of the octatonic scale leads to much harsh dissonance.
 
The diatonic scale.
Opposed to this world is the human world of the good (the 13 Princesses as victims of Kashchey and Ivan-Tsarevich as the good guy who rescues them).
They are characterised by the diatonic scale and the use of folksong or folksong-like musical material. Stravinsky made use of two existing folk melodies
in The Firebird which is much less than he did in Petrushka. The two authentic folksongs are: the beautiful khorovod melody of the oboe in the romantic
Ronde des princesses and solemn horn-theme of the finale. Both songs are found in Rimsky-Korsakov's famous collection 100 Russian Folk Songs (1876).
A third melody in folksong-style must be mentioned. song that has to be associated with Ivan-Tsarevich must be mentioned. Maybe it is Strawinsky's own
tune in folksong style.
 
The khorovod-theme.
Every musician who knows The Firebird quite well but is not acquainted with its Russian roots will be shocked when he discovers that the beautiful oboe
theme of the princesses' khorovod was not Stravinsky's own invention but a borrowing from Rimsky-Korsakov's Sinfonietta on Russian Themes op.31.
Diaghilev was flabbergasted when Edwin Evans who just had discovered the theme in the Sinfonietta slyly invited Diaghilev to play the work with him
four-hands:
Diaghilev ... was rather mystified by Evan's eagerness to draw his attention to the work. When, however, he reached the tune in the second movement, he
jumped up from the piano and exclaimed 'Non, ce n'est pas vrai!'
The story of Diaghilev's reaction on Evan's discovery is told in Eric Walter White, Strawinsky's sacrifice to Apollo [London, Hogarth Press, 1930] and
cited in Taruskin, Srawinsky and the Russian traditions.
 
Further investigation learns that the theme in the Sinfonietta on Russian Themes op.31 is not Rimsky-Korsakov's own invention, but an original Russian
folksong. It is published in the collection 100 Russian Folk Songs with piano accompaniment compiled by N.Rimsky-Korsakov op.24 (1876), no.79: In the
garden,  .

   

  The origin of the Khorovod (Round dance) of the Princesses in The Firebird. "In the garden" is no.79 in the collection 100 Russian Folk
Somgs compiled by N.Rimsky-Korsakov op.24 (1876).  

 



Some years later Rimsky-Korsakov gave the same folksong a prominent role as the first theme in the second movement of his Sinfonietta on Russian
Themes op.31.  My personal shock in bar 9 when the melody continues and arrives at the high c:

                                                                                                                         

 

The finale theme.
The second borrowing is the horn melody that is so well chosen to express the triumph of the good after the defeat of the evil. It is no.21 in the same
collection, the   100 Russian Folk Songs compiled by N.Rimsky-Korsakov op.24 (1876)

   

  The original folk song that became the theme of the glorious finale of The Firebird. 'By the gateway there swayed
the tall pine tree', no.21 in the 100 Russian Folk Songs compiled by N.Rimsky-Korsakov op.24 (1876).  

The song text tells about the young girl Dunyushka who is desired by a young nobleman. That association fits well with the very ending of the ballet
where Ivan-Tsarevich marries with solemnity with one of the 13 princesses, the Tsarevna. (In the songtext the princess takes ill and dies in later strophes).

The theme of Ivan-Tsarevich.
The third quasi-borrowing is a folksong-style melody of Strawinsky's own invention (?) that always comes along with Ivan's appearances. It is used three
times in constant variation. The first time at nr.12 in a simple oboe melody:
 

The second time is the horn solo at nr.45. The song has a much more expressive melodic shape with a much wider compass:

The third time is horn solo in the episode called Sudden Appearance of Prince Ivan that starts at nr.71. This episode which is the most composed of the
three has a special interest for the fragmentation of the horn melody. This fragmentation of the melody was an choreographic idea suggested to Strawinsky
by Fokine. Fokine writes in his Memories of a Ballet Master about a meeting when Strawinsky visited him and played at the piano while he was dancing:
(...) he broke up his national themes into short phrases corresponding to the separate moments of a scene, separate gestures and poses. (...). Strawinsky
played and I interpreted the role of Ivan-Tsarevich, the piano substituting for the wall. I climbed over it, jumped down from it, and crawled, fearstruck,



looking around - my living room. Strawinsky, watching, accompanied me with patches of the Tsarevich melodies, playing mysterious tremolos as
background to depict the garden of the sinister Kashchey the Deathless.

All dansers and choreographers, musicians and conductors will allways regret that no filmrecording has been made of that historic meeting.

 


